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Abstract: The present review addressed the relationship between two self-related concepts that are assumed to play a role in human 
resilience and well-being: self-esteem and self-compassion. Besides a theoretical exploration of both concepts, a meta-analysis (k = 76, 
N = 35,537 participants) was conducted to examine the magnitude of the relation between self-esteem and self-compassion and their 
links to indices of well-being and psychological problems. The average correlation between self-esteem and self-compassion was 
strong (r = 0.65, effect size = 0.71), suggesting that – despite some distinct features – the overlap between both self-related constructs 
is considerable. Self-esteem and self-compassion displayed relations of a similar magnitude to measures of well-being and psycho-
logical problems, and both concepts accounted for unique variance in these measures once controlling for their shared variance. Self- 
esteem and self-compassion can best be seen as complementary concepts and we invite researchers to look more at their joint 
protective role within a context of well-being and mental health as well as to their additive value in the treatment of people with 
psychological problems. 
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Introduction
William James already described “selfhood” as an essential concept of human psychology. He divided the self into two 
parts: the “Me”, which refers to people’s reflections about themselves (ie, subjective perceptions of personal characteristics, 
eg, defining oneself as “rich”, “introvert”, or “intelligent”), and the “I”, which refers to the thinking self that knows who one 
is or what he/she has been doing in the current and past (also known as the mind).1 Ever since, many scholars attempted to 
conceptualize the self,2 varying from rather concrete descriptions, such as “a collection of abilities, temperament, goals, 
values, preferences that distinguish one individual from another”3 to more abstract conceptualizations involving the 
dynamic self-constructive process of one’s identity as a result of reflexive activities involving thinking, being aware of 
thinking, and taking the self as an object of thinking.4 Many self-related constructs, processes, and phenomena have been 
described in the psychological literature,5 but within the field of mental health and psychopathology, two concepts have 
received a considerable amount of empirical attention: self-esteem and self-compassion.

Self-esteem and self-compassion reflect an affectively and/or cognitively charged attitude or response to the self. The 
nature of both constructs is fundamentally positive, meaning that persons with high levels of self-esteem and self- 
compassion ought to display greater resilience and higher levels of well-being, and hence lower levels of all kinds of 
mental health problems. Despite their conceptual overlap, there exist a number of differences between self-esteem and self- 
compassion.6 The present review article is focused on the relationship between self-esteem and self-compassion. We will 
first describe both concepts independently from a more theoretical perspective and address their protective role within the 
context of mental health and psychopathology. Next, we will focus on the link between self-esteem and self-compassion 
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thereby addressing similarities as well as dissimilarities. The review is not only qualitative in nature, but also includes 
a meta-analysis to assess the strength of the relation between self-esteem and self-compassion as well as to examine the 
(unique) links between both self-related concepts on the one hand and indices of well-being and psychopathology on the 
other hand. Furthermore, we will discuss to what extent self-esteem and self-compassion are susceptible to change and 
hence might be a suitable target for psychological interventions. Finally, we will provide a brief summary of our findings 
and address the role and importance of both self-related constructs for understanding human resilience and well-being.

Self-Esteem
Self-esteem refers to an affectively laden evaluation of the self.7 More specifically, this construct refers to “an 
individual’s subjective evaluation of his or her worth as a person”.8 This is defined by a person’s perception of his/her 
abilities and qualities in various domains, including intellect, work performance, social skills, physical appearance, and 
athletics. It is important to emphasize that self-esteem does not necessarily reflect the actual abilities or features of 
a person but mainly refers to how a person thinks or feels about these qualities and characteristics. There is concrete 
evidence that the concept reflects a trait-like variable that is relatively stable across time. For example, Kuster and Orth9 

conducted a longitudinal study with repeated measurements taken from adolescence to old age and showed that

self-esteem does not fluctuate continuously over time in response to the inevitable mix of successes and failures we all 
experience as we go through life [but has] a level of stability that is comparable to that of basic personality characteristics such 
as neuroticism and extraversion. 

Their data indicated that one can foretell a person’s relative level of self-esteem (as compared to other people, eg, high 
versus low) across decades of life.8

Regarding the function of self-esteem, three main perspectives have been proposed. First, the self-determination 
perspective assumes that self-esteem serves a motivational function that prompts people to take care of themselves and to 
explore and reach their full potential.10 A distinction is made between contingent self-esteem, which refers to positive 
feelings and thoughts about oneself that are dependent on some achievement or fulfilment of expectations, and true self- 
esteem, which pertains to a stable, securely based, and solid sense of the self. Or in other words: The person is 
comfortable with whom he/she is and how others will perceive him/her and is no longer involved in a process of critical 
self-evaluation. Both types of self-esteem are related to human motivation. Contingent self-esteem is predominantly 
linked with extrinsic motivation: A good sense of the self is achieved because one engages in activities that will yield 
a reward or avoid punishment, whereas true self-esteem is typically associated with intrinsic motivation: Positive feelings 
of self-worth are elicited when performing activities that match one’s personal needs and values.

The second perspective on the function of self-esteem is subsumed under the terror management theory.11 According 
to this perspective, human beings can be distinguished from other species because they can reflect on the fact that the 
world in which they live is an uncontrollable, absurd setting in which their own impeding death is the only inevitable 
certainty. To cope with this mortality salience, people have developed a cultural worldview that is infused by order, 
predictability, meaning, and continuity. Terror management theory postulates that self-esteem refers to a sense of personal 
value that is grounded in beliefs about the validity of the worldview and the extent to which one can abide to the cultural 
standards of that worldview, which would function as a buffer against the fear of death.12 People with high self-esteem 
have a more positive and less fatalistic attitude towards life than people with low self-esteem, and hence are better able to 
deal with everyday reminders of their death and the finiteness of life.

The third account is the sociometer perspective that views self-esteem as an innate monitoring system that measures 
a person’s relational value to other people, or in more concrete words: “the degree to which other people regard their 
relationship with the individual to be valuable, important, or close”.13 When self-esteem is high, the person has the idea 
that he/she is valued by others as a respectable and worthy individual and this will fuel behaviours that serve to maintain 
and enhance relationships with other people in order to preserve this social status. In contrast, when self-esteem is low, 
the person perceives that his/her social position is on the line, which evokes an emotional response as an alarm signal that 
prompts behaviours to gain and restore relations with others. Thus, according to sociometer perspective, self-esteem is 
viewed as an affect-driven meter that continuously monitors and reacts to signs of social acceptance and rejection. This 
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monitoring system would have evolutionary roots because relationships with other people are an important asset 
promoting survival.14

Self-Esteem and Life Outcomes
Whether conceiving self-esteem as a vehicle of motivation, a buffer against the fear of death, or a social thermometer, all 
these functional accounts align with the notion that the construct has a positive nature and hence may promote 
psychological well-being and protect against mental health problems. Although some scholars are rather critical and 
sceptic about the presumed benefits of self-esteem, arguing that its merits are quite limited and that there are even 
downsides of having (too) much confidence in one’s worth,15 there is a voluminous amount of empirical work supporting 
its association with positive outcomes. For instance, in an influential large-scale study including more than 13,000 
college students in 31 countries from all over the world, self-esteem correlated positively with life satisfaction (with an 
average r of 0.44),16 meaning that the more participants were content with themselves, the stronger they indicated being 
happy with their life. As another example, Chen et al17 conducted a meta-analysis to examine the relationship between 
self-esteem and depression. Using the data of 50 cross-sectional studies conducted in Taiwan, a mean correlation of 
−0.48 was detected, indicating that higher levels of self-esteem were associated with lower levels of this type of 
emotional psychopathology. In a recent comprehensive meta-analytic review of the literature, Orth and Robbins18 

drew up the balance and concluded that

high self-esteem helps individuals adapt to and succeed in a variety of life domains, including having more satisfying 
relationships, performing better at school and work, enjoying improved mental and physical health, and refraining from 
antisocial behaviour. 

Self-Compassion
Self-compassion refers to how people treat themselves when they encounter failure, deficiencies, or suffering in their 
personal life. According to the widely used definition of Neff,19 the construct consists of three key elements: (1) self- 
kindness, which refers to being warm, kind, and understanding towards oneself in times of adversity; (2) common 
humanity, which pertains to the acknowledgment that all human beings face challenges in life and hence are subject to 
drawbacks and suffering; and (3) mindfulness, which has to do with an awareness of personal discomfort while 
maintaining the perspective on other more positive aspects in life. In general, self-compassion entails displaying 
a positive and healthy attitude to the self, which enables the individual to deal effectively with the usual setbacks in 
human existence.20

About the functionality of self-compassion, Gilbert21 conceptualized the construct in evolutionary terms. This scholar 
initially focused on compassion, which he viewed as a motivational system to regulate the negative affect of other people 
through engagement in supportive and affiliative actions that ultimately serve to maintain the group bonding and as such the 
survival of the species. Because human beings gradually developed the mental capacity to reflect on themselves, they can also 
deploy compassion towards the self in case they encounter setbacks and associated negative emotions. This self-compassion 
enables them to effectively cope with such emotional dysregulation ensuring their full participation in social life.

In a recent review of the literature, Strauss et al22 concluded that

[self-]compassion is a complex construct that includes emotion but is more than an emotion, as it includes perceptiveness or 
sensitivity to suffering, understanding of its universality, acceptance, non-judgment, and distress tolerance, and intentions to act 
in helpful ways. 

In view of these elements, one might expect that self-compassion tends to fluctuate over time and across situations, but 
there are clear indications that the construct – just like self-esteem – is quite stable and thus can best be seen as a trait-like 
individual difference variable.23
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Self-Compassion and Life Outcomes
Since its introduction in the psychological literature, many studies have been conducted investigating the positive effects 
of self-compassion. For example, Zessin et al24 conducted a meta-analysis examining the relationship between self- 
compassion and various types of well-being, such as happiness, positive affect, optimism, life satisfaction, health, 
belongingness, and autonomy. Combining the results of 79 samples that included a total of 16,416 participants, an 
overall positive effect size of 0.47 was found with higher levels of self-compassion being generally accompanied by 
higher levels of well-being. This suggests that a caring attitude towards oneself when facing adversity serves to maintain 
a sense of feeling comfortable, happy, and healthy in life. In a similar vein, MacBeth and Gumley25 synthesized the 
findings of 14 studies linking self-compassion to indices of psychopathology to obtain an average effect size of r = –0.54. 
This demonstrates that higher levels of this self-related trait are associated with lower symptom levels of anxiety, stress, 
and depression, and is in line with the notion that self-compassion may immunize individuals from developing 
psychological problems.26

(Dis)similarities Between Self-Esteem and Self-Compassion
Self-esteem is a concept with a fairly long research tradition: especially after Rosenberg published his seminal book in 
the mid-1960s,27 which also included a comprehensive scale for measuring the construct, psychologists increasingly 
focused on this construct in their research. This steadily culminated in an annual amount of more than 600 publications 
and over 26,000 citations in 2022 (in Web-of-Science using [“self-esteem” in title] as the search term), which makes self- 
esteem currently one of the most frequently studied concepts in psychology. The construct of self-compassion was 
introduced only at the beginning of the 21st century when Neff published her first papers on the topic,20,28 but its 
popularity is still clearly on the rise (reaching 382 publications and 10,123 citations in 2022).19,29 It is important to note 
here that the concept of self-compassion was partly introduced because of dissatisfaction with the construct of self- 
esteem. Specifically, critical scholars argued that because self-esteem is largely contingent on responses of others and 
events happening in life, the concept was argued to have little predictive value. It would merely reflect social status and 
personal failure or success, and as such it is hardly surprising that people who are marginalized, face a lot of adversity in 
life (eg, abuse and neglect), and suffer from psychopathological conditions, also display low levels of self-esteem.15,30 

Moreover, questions were raised regarding the malleability of (low) self-esteem: for example, positive feedback, 
flattering, and praise are difficult to reconcile with the negative picture that people (sometimes) have about themselves 
and hence do not automatically result in a more positive self-view.20 Self-compassion is assumed to not have these 
drawbacks: This trait would be less dependent on the proceedings of life and is also thought to be more mouldable, 
making it a suitable target for intervention.19

Whether the critical attitude towards self-esteem and the positive stance towards self-compassion is all justified, is 
still a matter of debate.18,29 Fact is that both self-related concepts also share a number of important features. That is, as 
noted earlier, both are trait-like variables that refer to a benign psychological attribute of human beings characterized by 
a positive reflection about the self. Furthermore, from a theoretical point-of-view, they are both thought to promote 
adaptive and prosocial behaviour and as such are generally considered to be protective in nature, boosting the person’s 
positive affect and well-being, and preventing the development of psychological problems.

Despite these commonalities, there are also a number of notable differences between self-esteem and self- 
compassion. First of all, the relationship with the self is not the same for both concepts. That is, whereas self-esteem 
pertains to a positive evaluation of the self as compared to others or in the light of some general normative standard, self- 
compassion concerns a positive attitude towards the self when facing difficulties, without making any evaluative or 
comparative judgments.19 Second, self-esteem is more concerned with a cognitive appraisal process that – although 
initiating defensive reactions to maintain or even improve one’s sense of worth – by itself does not incorporate any 
coping mechanism.31,32 In contrast, self-compassion incorporates a positive action tendency:22 cognitive strategies, such 
as positive self-talk and cognitive reappraisal strategies are deployed to alleviate the suffering.33 Third and finally, self- 
esteem and self-compassion are thought to be mediated by different brain-based systems.34,35 In terms of Gilbert’s social 
mentalities theory,21,36 self-esteem seems to be more associated with an activation of the sympathetic threat system, 
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which alerts the person for possible downward social mobility and inferiority and instigates operations of agency and 
competition. In contrast, self-compassion would reflect an activation of the parasympathetic soothing system, which aims 
to regulate negative emotions by seeking support and connection with others.6,37

Meta-Analytic Intermezzo
Given the similarities between self-esteem and self-compassion, while also acknowledging their differences, it can be 
expected that both constructs will be “moderately correlated”.6 Furthermore, there is a tendency in the literature to depict 
self-compassion as the more beneficial psychological concept,19,20,37 and so it can be predicted that self-compassion will 
show more robust links to indices of well-being and show greater potential for shielding against stress and other 
psychological problems than self-esteem. To empirically test these suppositions, we conducted a meta-analysis which has 
the advantage of combining the results of multiple scientific studies, thereby providing a more accurate look at these topics.38

Meta-Analytic Procedure
In the first week of March 2023 (more specific, on March 6, 2023), a literature search was conducted in Web-of- 
Science with [“self-compassion” in topic] AND [“self-esteem” in topic] as the search terms. The searching period 
was 2003 (ie, the year that the construct of self-compassion was first referred to in the scientific literature) to 2023. 
Wilson’s39 online meta-analysis effect size calculator was used to calculate the Fisher’s z-transformed correlation (r) 
and the accompanying 95% confidence interval (CI) as an effect size indicator for the correlation between self- 
esteem and self-compassion in each study as well as for the correlations between self-esteem and self-compassion on 
the one hand and each variable representing well-being or a psychological problem. Fisher’s z-transformed correla-
tions and CIs of multiple well-being or psychological problems indicators were averaged for each study and 
eventually across all studies. We expected to obtain positive effect sizes for the relations between self-esteem/self- 
compassion and indices of well-being, whereas we anticipated negative effect sizes between both self-related 
concepts and measures of psychological problems.

Results of the Meta-Analysis
As can be seen in the PRISMA flow diagram40 (Figure 1), the literature search yielded 221 hits, which were all 
inspected for suitability by the first author. Seventy-six papers (including 85 samples) were identified as relevant 
because they included the correlation between the traits of self-esteem and self-compassion. The Rosenberg Self- 
Esteem Scale27 was used in 66 of these studies (86.8%), whereas the Self-Compassion Scale28 (or its short-form41) 
was employed in 71 investigations (93.4%), indicating that these self-reports are the dominant measures in this 
research field. As can be seen in Table 1, the average correlation between self-esteem and self-compassion was 
positive and strong: r = 0.65, with an effect size of 0.71. Outcomes were rather heterogeneous [which may have 
been caused by sample differences (eg, adolescent versus adult, clinical versus non-clinical), and measures of self- 
esteem and self-compassion used (eg, shortened versus long version, other measures than the Neff and Rosenberg 
scale)] and the funnel plot (Figure 2) showed some asymmetry (rank correlation: value = −0.23, p = 0.002; 
regression test: value = −3.21, p = 0.001): This was mainly due to a number of investigations showing 
a relatively small correlation between self-esteem and self-compassion. However, none of the studies showed 
a result that was in contrast with the average outcome.

Sixty-nine studies reported on the relations between self-esteem and self-compassion, on the one hand, and variables 
reflecting aspects of well-being (k = 45, 46 samples; eg, satisfaction with life, meaning in life, positive affect, belonging-
ness, support, self-control, self-efficacy) and/or psychological problems (k = 69, 72 samples; eg, anxiety, depression, self- 
criticism, negative affect, rumination, body dissatisfaction, stress, narcissism, and anger), on the other hand. As can be seen 
in Table 1, both self-related constructs displayed comparable relations to indices of well-being and psychological problems. 
That is, the relations between self-esteem and self-compassion and well-being variables were positive, while the relations 
with psychological problems were negative, with all average effect sizes being quite large (ie, between |± 0.40| and |± 0.49|). 
Data showed again considerable heterogeneity (which is not that surprising given the large variety in well-being and 
psychological problems variables) although the outcomes of individual studies were generally in the same direction as the 
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average outcomes. Note further that the obtained average effect sizes compared well with those found in previous meta- 
analyses investigating the effects of self-esteem and self-compassion separately.16,17,24,25

Given the overlap between self-esteem and self-compassion, we conducted an additional analysis using an online second- 
order partial correlations calculator (http://vassarstats.net/par2.html). With this tool, it was possible to compute correlations 
between self-esteem and self-compassion and other variables, while controlling for the overlap between both self-related traits. 
The results showed that the links of self-esteem and self-compassion with indices of well-being and psychological problems 
clearly attenuated when controlling for this shared variance (ie, effect sizes between |± 0.19| and |± 0.30| (Table 1 and Figure 3). 
However, the effect sizes of the partial correlations were of a similar magnitude for both self-related constructs and remained 
statistically significant, indicating that self-esteem and self-compassion each accounted for a unique proportion in the variance of 
well-being and psychological problems measures.

Figure 1 PRISMA flow diagram depicting the selection of articles that were included in the meta-analysis on self-esteem, self-compassion, and psychological problems/well- 
being.
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Conclusion
Altogether, the results of our meta-analysis demonstrate that the relation between self-esteem and self-compassion is 
quite strong and that the effect size for their correlation should be qualified as “large” rather than “moderate”.42 This 
signifies that – despite some unique features – the overlap between both self-related constructs is considerable and 
implies that in research aiming to explore the relative contributions of self-esteem and self-compassion in the prediction 
of well-being or psychological problems, these variables will to some extent compete for the same proportion of the 
variance. Nevertheless, we also noted that even when controlling for their overlap, self-esteem and self-compassion 
remained significant correlated to indices of well-being and psychological problems. The average effect sizes for their 
unique contributions were largely comparable, with statistical comparisons even indicating that self-esteem was some-
what stronger correlated to both well-being and psychological problems than self-compassion (Z’s being 10.60, p < 0.001 
and 6.58, p < 0.001, respectively). Thus, no evidence was obtained to support the claim that self-compassion has more 
potential as a positive-protective variable than self-esteem.

Table 1 Results of the Meta-Analysis of Studies on the Relation Between Self-Esteem (SE) and Self-Compassion (SC) and the Relations 
Between Both Self-Related Constructs and Indices of Well-Being and Psychological Problems

k N Average r Effect Size r 95% CI p Heterogeneity Q†

SE – SC 76 35,537 0.60 0.71 0.56, 0.86 < 0.001 1145.48

SE – Well-being 45 20,661 0.39 0.45 0.31, 0.59 < 0.001 1594.19

SC – Well-being 45 20,661 0.36 0.40 0.26, 0.55 < 0.001 967.20
SE – Psychological problems 69 27,909 −0.43 −0.49 −0.34, −0.65 < 0.001 2090.34

SC – Psychological problems 69 27,909 −0.41 −0.46 −0.30, −0.61 < 0.001 1300.97

SE – Well-being (controlled for SC) 45 20,661 0.24 0.26 0.12, 0.40 < 0.001 622.30
SC – Well-being (controlled for SE) 45 20,661 0.18 0.19 0.05, 0.33 < 0.001 266.73

SE – Psychological problems (controlled for SC) 69 27,909 −0.26 −0.30 −0.14, −0.45 < 0.001 10,920.07
SC – Psychological problems (controlled for SE) 69 27,909 −0.22 −0.24 −0.03, −0.39 < 0.001 7319.35

Notes: †Heterogeneity was evaluated by means of the open-source software package Jamovi (https://www.jamovi.org). The Q-statistic was significant for all analyses, 
indicating that the results were heterogeneous across studies.

Figure 2 Funnel plot of the studies reporting on the correlation between self-esteem and self-compassion.
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Further Reflections on the Link Between Self-Esteem and Self-Compassion
The above findings warrant some further elaboration on the relation between self-esteem and self-compassion. The strong 
correlation points out that these two self-related constructs have much in common: Those who positively evaluate their 
worth as a person, will also treat themselves with kindness when facing adversities. In particular, it seem plausible that 
individuals with “true” self-esteem, that is, an authentic sense of self-worth that is not dependent on comparisons with 
others or fulfilling some general standard, will be more inclined to display self-compassionate responding in times of 
suffering.20 There are also empirical data to support this notion. In a longitudinal study,43 2809 adolescents completed 
measures of trait self-esteem and self-compassion annually for a period of four years. The results indicated that on each 
point in time, self-esteem and self-compassion were substantially correlated, and that across time, both self-related 
constructs demonstrated considerable stability. Most importantly, the data showed that self-esteem emerged as 
a consistent predictor of self-compassion across the four years of the study, but not vice versa. The researchers concluded 
that “the capacity to extend compassion toward the self depends on one’s appraisal of worthiness”,43 which suggests that 
self-esteem is a more generic positive trait that serves as the basis from which compassionate self-responding may 
develop.

Measurement issues might also be partially responsible for the observed overlap between self-esteem and self- 
compassion. The dominant measures in this research field – the Self-Compassion Scale (as well its short version) and the 
Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale – not only consist of items that directly measure the intended positive constructs, but also 
contain items that reflect their negative counterparts, ie, uncompassionate self-responding (including self-criticism, social 
isolation, and rumination) and lack of self-esteem.44,45 It is unclear to what extent the shared variance between the 
common self-esteem and self-compassion measures can be attributed to the overlap between the protective elements in 
both measures or to the reversed scored vulnerability components included in both scales. As an aside, it should also be 
noted that the inclusion of vulnerability components in measures of self-esteem and self-compassion may undermine 

Figure 3 Average effect sizes (r) found for the (partial) relations between self-compassion and self-esteem, on the one hand, and indices of well-being and psychological 
problems, on the other hand.
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their external validity: Relations with indices of positive psychological features of well-being could be constricted, while 
relations with indices of psychological problems might be inflated. In the self-compassion literature, empirical evidence 
exists for such an unwanted measurement artifact29,45,46 (although it has been consistently trivialized as “the differential 
effects fallacy” by self-compassion advocates),19,47 but in self-esteem research this issue has been largely neglected. In 
spite of its widespread use only relatively few scholars have taken interest in studying the unwanted effects of the 
inclusion of the negatively worded items in the Rosenberg scale,44,48,49 and hence this remains a timely and important 
topic for further scientific inquiry.

Self-Esteem–Enhancing Interventions
Numerous interventions have been proposed that aim to raise people’s self-esteem, but cognitive-behavioural therapy 
(CBT) is one of the most frequently employed methods.50 CBT is based on the notion that low self-esteem can best be 
seen as negative beliefs about the self (eg, “I am not good enough”, “I am not competent”, “I am unlovable”) – that 
originate from negative life experiences – which prompt maladaptive (ie, avoidant and unhelpful) behaviours. These 
maladaptive actions are likely to reinforce the negative self-beliefs and eventually the person becomes trapped in 
a downward spiral of dysfunctional cognition, emotion, and behaviour. During CBT, psychoeducation is provided (to 
enhance the person’s awareness of this vicious circle), cognitive therapy is applied (to challenge the negative beliefs and 
to replace these by more realistic and positive beliefs), and adaptive behaviour is practiced and reinforced. Meta-analyses 
have indicated that CBT is indeed quite successful in promoting self-esteem in clinical and non-clinical populations.50,51

Other interventions that have been applied to boost self-esteem include among others: reminiscence-based therapy, during 
which positive autobiographical memories are retrieved and discussed (this intervention was originally developed for elderly 
individuals52 but can also be applied to younger people);53 support groups that focus on the discussion of problems and 
receiving positive feedback and support from peers;54 art therapy, which involves the deployment of creative activities (such 
as painting, sculpture, dance, and music) to explore, express, and adjust inner thoughts and feelings, resulting in greater self- 
understanding and less negative emotion;55 and evaluative conditioning, which involves a computerized training during which 
self-related stimuli (eg, “I” or the person’s name) are systematically paired with positively valenced traits and features.56 All 
these treatments have indeed been demonstrated useful for enhancing self-esteem, with effect sizes in the small (ie, evaluative 
conditioning, reminiscence-based therapy) to moderate (ie, support groups, art therapy) range.50

Positive psychology interventions have also been put forward to promote people’s self-esteem. Such interventions 
have the purpose to encourage the person to discover and foster his/her character strengths, thereby increasing self- 
acceptance and self-worth.57 Compassion-focused treatments are a good example of a positive psychology approach, and 
this type of intervention has also been explored as a way to enhance self-esteem.58 For instance, Louis and Reyes59 

developed an online cognitive self-compassion program for promoting self-exploration, self-awareness, self-acceptance, 
and self-love, positive coping, and emotion-regulation skills in young people. In a first test, the efficacy of the self- 
compassion program was evaluated in a sample of 192 adolescents aged 11 to 17 years who had been exposed to 
domestic violence.60 Half of the adolescents were randomly assigned to the experimental group, whereas the other half 
was allocated to the waiting list control group. It was found that adolescents in the experimental group showed 
a substantial increase in self-esteem, and such a positive change was not noted in the control group. Based on this 
result, the researchers concluded that the online self-compassion program seems to be a useful intervention for enhancing 
self-esteem in at-risk youth.

Meta-analyses have indicated that in both child and adult populations, various types of interventions yielded 
a positive effect on people’s general self-esteem, with average effect sizes being in the small to moderate range (with 
d’s of 0.38 and 0.21).50,61 O’Mara et al62 obtained a larger effect size (d = 0.51), but it should be noted that their analysis 
also included studies that examined the effects of interventions targeting one specific self-concept domain (which appears 
to be more effective). Interestingly, some interventions (eg, CBT) were more successful in boosting self-esteem than 
others (eg, reminiscence-based therapy),50 but compassion-focused treatments certainly belonged to the most powerful 
ones.58

Regarding the benefits of self-esteem interventions, two additional remarks are in order. First, most of the research on 
this topic has focused on self-esteem as the outcome variable, which is logical as promotion of this self-related concept is 
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the primary target. However, self-esteem interventions are typically conducted in people with or at risk for mental health 
problems (eg, anxiety, depression, aggression). There is no meta-analysis to quantify the effects of self-esteem interven-
tions on these secondary outcomes, but it can be expected that the magnitude of effects is somewhat smaller than that 
found for the primary outcome measure of self-esteem.63 Second, it has been put forward that enhancing self-esteem is 
not only advantageous but may also contain a risk: When levels of self-esteem become inflated and exaggerated, this 
might take the form of narcissism,64 which is a frequently used argument for preferring self-compassion over self-esteem 
interventions.19 Although research has indicated that self-esteem and narcissism are positively correlated,65 it has also 
been noted that this relation is quite weak and that both constructs are different in nature.66 Moreover, the danger of 
inadvertently enhancing self-esteem to excessively high levels seems less plausible in clinical settings where most 
patients display a lower sense of self-worth.

Compassion-Focused Interventions
During the past 20 years, interventions have been developed that focus on the cultivation of compassion,67 and typically 
such treatments can also be applied for fostering self-compassion.68,69 Well-known examples are Compassion-Focused 
Therapy,70 Mindful Self-Compassion,71 and Cognitively Based Compassion Training.72 Although these interventions 
share a number of features, such as psychoeducation on the role of (self-) compassion for people’s well-being, mind-
fulness exercises – which promote self-awareness and paying attention to the present moment, without judgment, and 
active experiential activities during which participants rehearse specific (self-) compassion strategies, there are also 
notable differences among them that are guided by specific theoretical underpinnings.73 This implies that there is 
considerable variation across treatments regarding the competencies that are targeted (eg, empathy, distress tolerance, 
acceptance) as well as the methods that are employed (eg, meditation, guided imagery, cognitive techniques).

With regard to the efficacy of the self-compassion treatments, two meta-analyses68,69 have demonstrated that such 
interventions are effective at increasing self-compassion (with g’s being 0.75 and 0.52, respectively) and decreasing 
various types of psychopathology indicators, such as anxiety, depression, stress, and rumination (with g’s in the 0.40– 
0.67 range). From these findings, it can be concluded that self-compassion is a malleable trait and that engendering 
compassionate self-responding also has positive effects for people’s well-being and mental health. Furthermore, 
a comparison of the effect sizes with those of self-esteem interventions yields the impression that it is somewhat easier 
to increase people’s self-compassion than to boost their self-esteem.

A few studies have directly compared the effects of self-compassion and self-esteem interventions. For example, 
Leary et al74 invited participants to write about a negative event that happened to them in the past. The main contrast 
involved participants who were prompted to think and write about themselves in a self-compassionate manner (by 
engaging in self-kindness and adopting a common humanity perspective and a mindful point-of-view) versus participants 
who were guided to think and feel positive about themselves to promote their self-esteem (by focusing on their positive 
characteristics and interpreting the event in a more positive way). The self-compassion intervention resulted in a more 
pronounced reduction of negative affect and greater self-acceptance than the self-esteem intervention. Similar results 
have been obtained in research comparing the efficacy of self-compassion and self-esteem interventions within the 
context of eating disorders and body dissatisfaction: Self-compassion–inducing writing produced more positive bodily 
feelings and greater reduction in eating disorder symptoms than self-esteem–inducing writing.75–77

In conclusion, while these were all studies with non-clinical samples in which a rather simple manipulation of self- 
compassion and self-esteem was conducted by means of writing exercises, the results nevertheless indicated that induced 
self-compassion is associated with better outcomes than induced self-esteem. Together with the observation that self- 
compassion appears easier to generate, one might conclude that interventions targeting this characteristic have greater 
potential for building resilience and well-being than interventions focusing on self-esteem.

Discussion
Self-esteem and self-compassion are both constructs that involve a positive attitude towards the self, which are thought to 
serve psychological resilience and as such play a role in the preservation of people’s mental health and well-being.78 

While self-esteem is already an older concept that has been a topic of psychological investigation for more than half 
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a century, self-compassion was only introduced some 20 years ago during the start of the positive psychology 
movement.79 If one wants to introduce a new psychological construct, it is always wise to point out in what way it 
can be differentiated from or adds something new beyond any existing concept.80 So, in the first writings on self- 
compassion, a comparison was made with self-esteem in an attempt to differentiate the two from one another.20 Basically, 
four arguments have been advanced in the literature to make the distinction between the two constructs and to contend 
that self-compassion has incremental value over self-esteem.

The first argument that has been made is that self-esteem and self-compassion would only be “moderately” 
correlated.6,20 Our meta-analysis, however, showed that the average correlation between measures of these constructs 
(mostly the Self-Compassion Scale and the Rosenberg scale) was quite substantial: a mean effect size of 0.71 was found, 
which should be interpreted as “large”. As we do note important differences between self-esteem and self-compassion 
(eg, self-evaluation versus self-attitude, appraisal versus coping, and sympathetic threat system versus parasympathetic 
soothing system), it is certainly not our intention to state that they reflect a similar construct. Meanwhile, the attempts to 
draw a dividing line between self-esteem and self-compassion have led to the absence of a search for a meaningful link 
among them. The study by Donald et al43 is interesting and important in this regard as the results suggest that self-esteem 
is the more basic trait providing the foundation for the more coping-oriented trait of self-compassion. This makes sense: 
appreciation and love prompt people to act with kindness to others, and in similar vein a sense of self-worth or self-love 
will enable persons to be kind and compassionate to themselves. We therefore urge for more studies on the common-
alities between self-esteem and self-compassion as well as their temporal association.

The second argument refers to the claim that self-compassion continues to explain a significant proportion of the 
variance in well-being and psychological symptoms after controlling for levels of self-esteem.6,19,20,37 Such a result 
would indicate that self-compassion displays a unique link to these external variables that is not accounted for by self- 
esteem. Our meta-analysis indeed showed that once controlling for the shared variance between both self-related 
concepts, self-compassion remained significantly associated with indices of well-being and psychological symptoms, 
which indeed confirms that self-compassion has incremental value over self-esteem. However, the reverse was also true: 
when controlling for the influence of self-compassion, self-esteem also remained a significant correlate of well-being and 
psychological symptoms. The effects sizes documented for the independent contributions (partial correlations) to the 
external variables were comparable for self-esteem and self-compassion, suggesting that – besides communalities – both 
concepts harbour unique features that are relevant for understanding human resilience.

The third argument is concerned with intervention. It has been noted that because self-esteem is often contingent on 
the evaluation of others or on the fulfilment of some general standard – which are both factors outside a person’s control, 
it is difficult to manipulate this self-related trait. In contrast, self-compassion pertains to how people deal with themselves 
when they encounter adversities in life, thus referring to a personal attitude that would be more susceptible to change. 
Indeed, when looking at the effect sizes obtained by researchers on the malleability of both self-related traits, the 
conclusion seems justified that compassionate self-responding is easier to initiate by treatment than generic feelings of 
self-worth. This may also account for the finding that self-compassion interventions generally produce greater effects 
than self-esteem interventions. Assuming that self-esteem is the more basic trait that forms the foundation for self- 
compassion, a comparison arises with other therapeutic interventions. For example, the cognitive behavioural model of 
psychopathology assumes that people with emotional problems are often bothered by negative automatic thoughts that 
fuel disturbing emotions and lead to dysfunctional behaviour. The negative automatic thoughts are grounded in under-
lying personal schemas, which reflect the core beliefs about oneself, others, and the world. In CBT, therapists will usually 
first try to tackle the negative automatic thoughts, before addressing the fundamental schemas, which are formed early in 
life and formed by upbringing and prior experiences, are deeply rooted and hence more difficult to change.81 However, 
many CBT-oriented therapists currently adhere the notion that in the treatment of persistent emotional disorders, it is 
essential to not only focus on negative automatic thoughts but also to attend the underlying schemas.82 This could also be 
true when trying to improve self-focused characteristics: An initial intervention to improve self-compassion followed by 
an intervention to ameliorate self-esteem might yield superior and more lasting effects for building people’s resilience 
and well-being.
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The fourth and final argument that has been made for preferring self-compassion over self-esteem has to do with 
the presumed downside of self-esteem, namely that (too) high levels of this trait are no longer protective but rather 
take the form of narcissistic tendencies, which have been found to be associated with a host of pathological 
outcomes.83 While it is true that self-esteem and narcissism are positively correlated,65 it should be noted that this 
link is not that strong and so this risk should not be exaggerated. Our meta-analysis of the relation between self-esteem 
and psychological problems still indicated a clear-cut protective effect for this self-related trait even though several 
studies included narcissism as an outcome variable.6,84,85 This implies that on average the positive effects mostly 
outweigh possible downsides of high levels of self-esteem. Moreover, it may well be the case that a strong reliance on 
self-compassion also comes with drawbacks. For example, it has been noted that high levels of self-compassion may 
be accompanied by feelings of self-pity and self-indulgence, which would undermine a person’s responsibility for his 
problems, and interfere with the motivation to try to change the adverse circumstances.86 There has been a consistent 
tendency to quickly discard this notion,19,20 but as far as we can see no empirical study can be found that has actually 
investigated the topic. Certainly, this is an interesting issue for further empirical scrutiny.

To take an advance on the research agenda, Figure 4 depicts a basic model in which self-esteem (true and contextual) 
and self-compassion (self-kindness and allied adaptive coping strategies) form a psychological buffer that promotes 
resilience and preserves mental well-being in time of adversity. It is assumed that there is a temporal link between self- 
esteem and self-compassion, in which the former serves as the foundation of the latter. Interesting, a number of studies 
have already explored this by testing mediation models in which self-compassion acts as the connecting variable between 
self-esteem (independent variable) and indices of psychological problems87,88 and well-being89 (dependent variable). 
Note also that the model includes potential downsides of both self-related concepts: defensiveness (including narcissistic 
tendencies) in the case of self-esteem and passivity (in the form of self-indulgence and self-pity) in the case of self- 
compassion, which may undermine the effectivity of the self-related screen against the drawbacks in life.

Final Conclusion
In this paper, we want to put forward that self-esteem and self-compassion are relevant inter-correlated (predominantly) positive 
constructs that play a role in people’s resilience and maintenance of well-being, and hence provide leads for psychological 
interventions. Rather than creating a competition – in which it is argued that one construct (ie, self-compassion) is more important 
than the other (ie, self-esteem), it seems more appropriate to view both concepts as complementary. This would imply that 

Figure 4 Model depicting the presumed role of self-esteem and self-compassion in resilience and well-being.
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researchers should devote more attention to the unique protective roles of self-esteem and self-compassion within a context of 
well-being and mental health as well as to their additive value in the treatment of people with psychological problems.
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